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ABSTRACT
Relation extraction is an important task in natural language pro-
cessing. In recent years, researchers have gradually discovered that
relation extraction can be used for teaching and learning assessment.
Among various dependencies, the ISA is a relation that accounts for
a relatively large proportion and is of great significance for many
related tasks. However, there is currently little research on the ISA
relation extraction between cross-chapter concepts for few-shot in
textbooks. In this paper, we propose a distant supervised few-shot
relation extraction model based on example construction and self-
attention optimization. We use the example construction method
in contrastive learning to expand the samples and self-attention
mechanism to weight the sentences in the sentence bag to extract
the relations of the concepts. Experimental results show that the
model we constructed performs better than the previous methods.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Information extraction.

KEYWORDS
Weakly Supervised Learning, Relation Extraction, Few-shot Learn-
ing, Self-attention.

1 INTRODUCTION
Relation extraction refers to the extraction of a triplet (subject, rela-
tion, object) from a piece of text to automatically identify a certain
semantic relation between entities, which can provide effective
support for downstream tasks such as automatic construction of
knowledge graphs, search engines, and questions and answers. In
recent years, researchers have gradually discovered that relation
extraction can be used for teaching and learning assessment, but
there is little work related to organizing knowledge specifically for
educational purposes.

Typically, learning resources in the field of education will explain
multiple knowledge concepts, and the knowledge concepts in one
field usually need to be learned step by step, following the order
from simple to complex, from abstract to concrete[1]. This order
depends on the dependencies between concepts. Among various
dependencies, the ISA is a relation that accounts for a relatively
large proportion and has a greater influence on the judgment of the
learning order. For example, for the concept pairs of Neural Network

and Convolutional Neural Network, Neural Network is the parent
class, Convolutional Neural Network is the subclass, in the actual
learning order we need to learn the knowledge concept of Neural
Network first and then further learn Convolutional Neural Network.
It is very difficult for learners to master a scientific learning order
of knowledge in a completely unfamiliar domain. Figure 1 shows
an example of ISA relations extracted in the deep learning domain,
where each node is a deep learning concept such as "ANN" and
"autoencoder", and the links indicate ISA relations related to these
concepts (from superclass to subclass).

Recently, large-scale pre-trained language models such as BERT
have been successfully applied in relation extraction. However,
such models usually need large amount of training samples. Due to
the various size of different concepts, there probably exists diverse
training degrees, which is likely to cause overfitting. Meanwhile, in
previous work, all sentences containing the concept of knowledge
were used as samples, but some of them could not represent the
concepts, which lacked information on most of the concepts them-
selves, and the problem about the weight of the sentences (which
sentence is more important to represent the ISA concept relation)
is overlooked. Therefore, in our study, we manage to explore a
method to solve the problem mentioned above and compare our
experimental results with the results of the traditional model.

There aremany education resources fromwhichwe could achieve
relation extraction, but we focus on textbooks because they often
provide a structured list of concepts and are often used as the pri-
mary educational resources in colleges and universities[2]. Struc-
tural information such as textbook catalogs and concept lists is very
useful for identifying conceptual relations, and we believe that the
model we propose can be easily generalized to other educational
resources with structured information.

In a nutshell, our contributions include:

• A distant supervised few-shot relation extraction model
based on self-attention mechanism, which is better than
the traditional BERT relation extraction model.

• A new method for few-shot relation extraction which uses
the example construction method in contrastive learning to
expand the dataset and uses the self-attention mechanism to
weight the sentences in the sentence bag. This method can be
generalized to other few-shot relation extraction problems
with structured information.
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Figure 1: Example of an extracted concept map in deep learning.

The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 reviews the
related work. Section 3 details the distant supervised few-shot
relation extraction model based on self-attention mechanism and
sample construction method. Section 4 describes the dataset and
preparation techniques as well as our experimental results and
analysis. Section 5 describes the specific applications. Section 6 is
the conclusion and future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
The ISA relation between concepts greatly affects the learning
order of knowledge and the reading order of teaching resources. Its
essence is a kind of relation extraction work.

The area that researchers pay most attention to is to extract the
prerequisite relations between concepts. Before 2020, researchers
generally used the method of manual feature labeling to extract
prerequisite relations. C Liang and J Ye et al. used a rigorous math-
ematical closure calculation method for relation extraction[3]. S
Wang and B Pursel et al. used active learning to design classifiers to
filter out the most valuable labels to reduce the amount of training
data[4]. W Lu and Y Zhou et al. proposed a domain-specific concept
extraction method (iPRL) that enabled the learning of prerequi-
site relations between concepts without manual labeling of data
and gradually improved their performance as the models interact
with each other[5]. A common problem with these methods is that
they all require experts in the relevant field to manually design
the features of the concept pairs, which is not only expensive and
inefficient, but also makes the acquisition of features subjective and
increases the correlation error.

In order to solve the above problem, researchers have gradually
applied machine learning and deep learning to the extraction of
conceptual prerequisite relations since 2020. H Yu and H Li et al.
used CNN to extract non-superstructured relations in unstructured
texts[6]. S Yang and M Zhu et al. used a three-dimensional CNN
to convert the students’ Q&A content into vectors, put them into

LSTM, and updated the portal integration with GRU[7].Y Bai and
Y Zhang et al. used the BERT model to extract the prerequisite
relations in Wikipedia and presented Chinese datasets annotated
with the prerequisite relations[8]. However, we find that these
efforts are all forMooc,Wikipedia or video playlists while textbooks
with special structured information and as the main educational
resources of universities have been ignored.

In this paper, we propose a weak supervised learning method for
ISA relation extraction between concepts in textbooks. We use the
example construction method in contrastive learning about sample
expanding, and use distant supervised learning to label a very small
number of samples. At the same time, we use the self-attention
mechanism to weight the sentences in the sentence bag to extract
the relations of the concepts. Experimental results show that our
method is superior to the previous optimal models.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we introduce a new method for few-shot relation
extraction which use the sample construction method to expand
the data and utilize the self-attention mechanism to weight the
sentences in the sentence bag. A formal description of our proposed
model is explained as follows. The structure of our model is shown
in Figure 2. The model consists of three parts: input layer, middle
layer and output layer. The input to the model is the concept and its
sentence bag. In the middle layer, the sentences in the sentence bag
get the vectors through the BERT encoder, and the self-attention
mechanism is used to weight the sentences in the sentence bag to
get the word vector of each concept. The output layer of the model
is whether the two concepts have the ISA relation, which is the
classifier to determine whether the two word vectors have.

3.1 Input Embedding
3.1.1 Token Embedding . For each input sequence 𝑥 , we use BERT
Tokenizer to split it into several tokens: 𝑥 = (𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . ,𝐶𝑂𝑁 . . . , 𝑡𝐿),
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Figure 2: The structure of self-attention Model.

where 𝐶𝑂𝑁 is the concept, and L is the length of input sentences.
Simultaneously, we mark the beginning and the end of sentences[9]
by adding the two special tokens([CLS] and [SEP]). Also, we utilize
special token([PAD]) to fill in the blanks at the end of the sentences.

However, concept is more important than other words 𝑡𝑖 in
relation extraction tasks. So we follow the previous practice which
add two special tokens in each sentence ([CON-CLS]) and ([CON-
SEP]) to mark the beginning and the end of the concept[10].

3.1.2 Position embedding . Position embedding is used to model
the temporal characteristics of positions. It has three characteristics:
translation invariance, monotonicity and symmetry.[11]. Therefore,
position embedding is put into the input. At the same time, we can
add the position embedding and the token embedding because they
have the same dimensions.

3.2 Relation Extraction Model
Firstly, we input the embeddings above into the BERT model, and
we can get the [CLS] vector of the sentence and hidden state vector
of the last layer.

Secondly, we form the one-hot encoding of the concept to in-
crease its weight, multiply it by the hidden state vector and map
the result to the sentence dimension to get the mean vector of the
concept.

Lastly, following the standard practice, we concatenate the mean
vector of concept with [CLS] vector after tanh activate function[12].
And the final result can be obtained through fully connected layer
and normalization.

logits = W(𝛼 ( [c | | tanh(A)] )) + B (1)

|| means the concatenation operation,W,B, 𝛼, c representWeight
matrix, bias matrix, Nonlinear function and [CLS] vector respec-
tively.

3.3 Distant Supervision
For the task of relation extraction, manual annotation of data may
lead to inconsistent annotation results, excessive human resources
consumption and the accuracy problem. Therefore, we introduce a
distant supervised learning annotation method based on wikidata.
Wikidata, which uses a simple data model to store structured data
other than text labels and language links, is a collaborative editable
knowledge base that provides accurate datasets for our annotation
tasks.

In Wikipedia, we specifically consider 9 relations: ISA, part of,
instance of, different of, has part or parts, common category, has
use, follows, facet of. However, according to the relation of specific
concepts in the book, we find that the relation extraction task of
multiple relations has the following problems:

• Many concepts have multiple relations, but the importance
of different relations is difficult to judge.

• The relation between some concepts is obscure, even manual
annotation is difficult to identify.

• Among all the relations of concepts, the relation of ISA ac-
counts for 54% of all relations, while others account for a
relatively small proportion, which makes it difficult for the
model to identify some relations that rarely appear.

Hence, in this article, we only take ISA relations into considera-
tion.

3.4 Sentence Bag
In previous methods, people often select a sentence containing two
ormore concepts to judge the relation between them. Unfortunately,
in the dataset we selected, the number of annotations is limited,
which is not suitable for the relation extraction task.

In this article, we use themethod of obtaining the description and
definition sentence of two concepts to judge the relation between
them. It can complete the task of relation extraction by extracting
the semantic information of two words. We adopt the following
definition extraction method.
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Our goal is to create a sentence bag for each concept that contains
8 key sentences to represent it.

• First, We find the sentences that are definition sentences, or
sentences that explain or describe the concept. E.g.:A typical
example of a deep learning model is a feed-forward deep
network or a multilayer perceptron. If the number of sen-
tences is greater than 8, we give priority to the first sentences
according to the order in which the concept appears because
we consider that the more sentences appear in the front of
the book, the more explanatory information it contains about
the concepts. Conversely, if the number of sentences is less
than 8, we extract sentences with concepts as subjects.

• After completing the above operations, if the number of
sentences is still less than 8, we use the method of sample
construction(which will be mentioned in 3.5) to enhance the
data.

3.5 Sample Construction
We introduce three sample construction methods for data augmen-
tation, namely random delete, random substitute, concept substitute.
The detailed methods are as follows.

3.5.1 Random remove. A reliable example construction scheme is
to select a sentence 𝑥 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑒, . . . , 𝑡𝐿} in the sentence bag,
which is shown in Figure 3(a). Randomly delete the non-concept
𝑡𝑖 in the sentence and get 𝑥 ′, ensure 𝑥 ≠ 𝑥 ′. It can complete the
number of sentence bags in the simplest way with small number of
samples, and quickly improve the self-attention method to obtain
the weight of the definition sentence (mentioned in section 3.6).

3.5.2 Random substitute. Another reliable way is to randomly re-
place the words in the sentence, which is shown in Figure 3(b). We
randomly replace the non-concept 𝑡𝑖 with 𝑠𝑖 , get:

𝑥 ′ = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . 𝑠𝑖 . . . , 𝑒, . . . , 𝑡𝐿} (2)

This method does not destroy the semantic information in the
sentence, and adds many reliable samples.

3.5.3 Concept substitute. The last way is to change the concepts in
the sentences, which is shown in Figure 3(c). We consider that the
sentences in themodel contain rich semantic information. If we only
change the concepts, we will not change the semantic information
in the whole sentence. For a sentence 𝑥 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑒, . . . , 𝑡𝐿} in
the sentence bag, We randomly replace 𝑒 with other concept 𝑒 ′ in
another sentence bag and keep the semantic information of the
whole sentence unchangeable. In this way, the sentence itself is not
affected by the specific semantics of concepts, and the semantic
information in the sentence can be extracted purely.

a. Random-remove.

b. Random-substitute.

c. Concept-substitute.

Figure 3: Methods for sample construction.

3.6 Self-attention Model
Firstly, we use the definition extraction algorithm (mentioned in
Section 3.4) to get a concept sentence bag containing N sentences
and use BERT model to encode them respectively.

Secondly, Map the result of the relation extraction model (men-
tioned in Section 3.2) to a value through a simple fully-connected
layer, and use activate function softmax to map the value to a con-
ditional probability distribution.

zi = W0si + B0 (3)

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑧𝑖 ) =
𝑒𝑧𝑖

𝑁∑
𝑗=1

𝑒𝑧 𝑗

(4)

𝑧𝑖 ,W0, si,B0, 𝑝𝑖 represent the mapped value, nonlinear weight
matrix, sentence vector, bias matrix and probability respectively.

Thirdly, the results are used to calculate the weighted sum of
N sentences and we can get the word embedding of the concept
through the self-attention mechanism.

wi =
𝑁∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 × sk (5)
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Here, wi represents the word embedding of the concept. 𝑝𝑘 rep-
resents the weight of the sentence in the sentence bag. sk represents
sentence vector, to be more specific, it is the [𝐶𝐿𝑆] vector of sen-
tence.

Finally, we concatenate two concept vectors which will enter the
fully connected network and use a nonlinear classifier to determine
if they have a ISA relation.

logits = 𝛼 (W1 [wi | | wj] + B1) (6)

The || represents the concatenation operation, wi and wj repre-
sent two concept vectors, W1 and B1 represent weight matrix and
bias matrix of the fully connected network, 𝛼 represents nonlinear
classifier.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset
We use the Deep Learning book1 in our experiments. It is a system-
atic textbook about deep learning and contains totally 885 concepts
related to deep learning, which is conducive to extract ISA rela-
tions. However, there exists many concepts that have the following
problems, which is difficult to extract ISA relation based on this
type of concepts:

• The meaning of some concepts is excessively board, such as
Feature and Dependency. The professional relevance with
deep learning of these concepts is not strong enough.

• Some concepts appear too few times, whose relevance with
other concepts is weak.

For the problem mentioned above, we reference Wikipedia and
remove the words which have excessively multiple meanings and
low appearing frequency. Finally, we choose 152 concepts which
are included by at least 8 key sentences from 885 concepts in this
book as our few-shot dataset.

We extract the concepts in the appendix and obtain all the sen-
tences where the concepts are located. In order to reduce the noise
in the text, we delete the annotation and chapter identifier in text
format, and replace the mathematical formula with the identifier
[UNK] which is a special token in BERT. Besides, the original Eng-
lish concept name in the sentence is translated into Chinese. We can
gain the key concept sentences with less noise after preprocessing.

4.2 Parameter settings
We use the pretrained BERT-base-Chinese model for the text en-
coder. After filtering data annotations in wikidata, we extract ISA
relation from sentence bag (ISA or not). Finally, we finetune the pre-
trained BERT-base-Chinese model on the proposed deep-learning
dataset with optimizer Adam. We have a total of 40 training epochs.
The initial learning rate is set as 1e-5, dropout as 0.3 and weight
decay as 1e-8. To make the training more effective, we use the
cross-entropy loss.

4.3 Result
For each domain, we apply 5-fold cross validation to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. Our methods will be renamed
as:

1https://github.com/exacity/deeplearningbook-chinese

• RRS(random-remove self-attention(Ours))
• RSS(random-substitute self-attention(Ours))
• CSS (concept substitution self-attention(Ours))

In our experiments, we employ four other methods to compare
with our model, including:

• PURE(SOTA’s method mentioned in 3.2)[12]
• MP (replace self-attention with Max pooling)
• AP (replace self-attention with average pooling)
• DV (add the difference between two word vectors in the last
layer of classifier)

Wemeasure the performance of classifiers on our dataset in terms
of the F1-scores. The detailed comparision of different models are
as follows.

Table 1: Comparison of the effects of each model.

method f1-score
RRS 0.740
RSS 0.780
CSS 0.762
PURE 0.734
MP 0.754
AP 0.724
DV 0.724

Figure 4: PR-curves of our model and other baselines on deep
learning dataset.

We summarize the model performances of our method and base-
line models in Table 1. According to the results, we can observe
that:

• On the dataset, our proposedmethods (RRS, RSS, CSS) achieve
the best performance taking the f1-score as the standard.

• RSS method perform better than others in our dataset.
We speculate that, compared with RRS and CSS, the method of

synonymous replacement of other components in a sentence can

https://github.com/exacity/deeplearningbook-chinese
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Figure 5: ISA Diagram for Machine Learning.

maintain the original meaning of the sentence and expand the data
scale as much as possible, so RSS is a better choice.

Figure 4 2 shows the precision and recall of the five models.
From the curve, we can observe that:
• Compared to PR-curves of other baselinemodels, ourmethod
shifts up the curve a lot.

• Although the curve initially fluctuates violently, our model
are basically stabilized during the training process.

• Ourmethods RRS, RSS andCSS surpass previous PURE(SOTA)
model in all ranges along the curve, and they are more bal-
anced between precision and recall.

We infer that in our model, some sentences in the bag describe
and define the concept from different dimensions, and the model
cannot judge the weight of these sentences well at the beginning.
But in the training process, the problem mentioned above tends to
be stable and the performance of the model is getting increasingly
better. Furthermore, as the SOTA scheme of relation extraction,
PURE fails to achieve competitive results. This is because PURE
relies on massively labeled data for pre-training, and noisy labels
in PURE may influence its model performance.

4.4 Case of study
Our model has the following two applications: ISA relation of con-
cepts and weights of definition sentences.

4.4.1 ISA relation of concepts. In our model, we predict the ISA
relations among all concepts in the book and get good results. It
is constructive for readers to determine the learning order of this
book and plays a good auxiliary effect for reading.

As shown in the Figure 5, the darker the color of the concept
block, the higher the level. We take machine learning as an example,
artificial neural network, representation learning, etc. are the re-
sults of the first layer of divergence, while artificial neural network
divergence can include concepts such as cyclic neural network,
memory network, etc.

2In this figure, SA means our self-attention model, RE means the PURE method

4.4.2 Weights of definition sentences. Afterweighting by self-attention
mechanism, each sentence in the sentence bag will get diverse
weights. The more sentences that can express concepts (that is, the
sentences we think of as definition sentences and concept descrip-
tion sentences), the greater the weight in the sentence bag. The
following is based on the weighting in the sentence bag. This can
help readers quickly locate the definition sentence and understand
the meaning of the concept.

The results of weighting the sentences of concept Multi-task
Learning and Long Short-term Memory were shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7. The ability to describe and characterize concepts from
top to bottom decreases accordingly, so the weight obtained in the
model decreases from top to bottom.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a new conceptual ISA relation extraction
method, which combines the characteristics of the sentence em-
bedding in the article, the self-attention mechanism feature of the
sentence bag and the sample construction method to enhance the
data. We use the deep learning dataset to prove the effectiveness
of our method. Experimental results show that our method has
achieved the best results compared to other traditional methods. In
addition, we evaluate the application value of the model.

In the future, we plan to introduce a complete framework of
contrastive learning for pre-training of models. In addition, since
wikidata contains more types of relations, our next research focuses
on how to extract more kinds of relations through the unsupervised
learning method of contrastive learning. Simultaneously, we plan to
use more datasets in different languages to enhance the robustness
of the model.
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Figure 6: Sentence bag weights of Multi-task Learning.

Figure 7: Sentence bag weights of Long Short-term Memory.
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